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Fire, Phones and Facilities
• No planned test – exits/muster point 
• Phones – silent/off
• Facilities
• Sponsors



Order of the Day
08:00 Registration All

09:15 Welcome Paul Dooley
09:30 Street Manager Paul Chandler
10:15 Co-Ordination Code of Practice Sam Brothwell
10:30 Contractor View Daniel O’Mara
10:45 Q&A Session 1 Hugh Randall
11:00 Break All
12:00 Lane Rental David Latham
12:15 Elgin Shane O’Neill
12:30 Coroners Court Ian Adams
13:00 Q&A Session 2 (Raffle Prizes) Hugh Randall
13:15 Lunch All



Q&A Sessions - Slido
• Wifi – SEHAUC
• www.Slido.com
• Sign-Up: Email/Password
• Event Code #SEHAUC2018
• Submit Questions anytime
• Respect the speakers
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Test Poll

http://www.slido.com/
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Street Manager

Street Manager - Overview
13.07.2018
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Vision
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Delivery approach
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Themes from Discovery

• Consistency and standardisation.

• Data transparency and accuracy.

• Power and control.

• Speed and fluidity.

• Collaboration.

• Innovation.
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Benefits

1 version of 
the truth

Data driven 
decisions

Future 
improvement 

Modern 
interface

Forcing 
consistency

Getting rid of 
jargon

Visibility of 
works
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User needs

As a noticing officer, I need to be able to receive a notice so that I can see when current and 
planned works are going to take place.

As a street works inspector, I need to be able to raise a defect, take and share photos, so 
that I can request and check the work is reinstated correctly. 

As a manager/supervisor, I need to be able to see all permits by ‘status’ and who is dealing 
with them so that I can make sure works are being planned and managed correctly. 
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User needs

As a user, I need consistent interpretation of the legislation that applies the same standards 
for all organisations involved in street and road works so that I can meet my legal obligations 
and reduce my costs. 

As a user, I need APIs so that I can connect the Street Manager service to my organisation's 
other systems and work flow processes. 

As a user, I need better quality and consistent data so that I can produce and analyse reports 
and performance management information. 
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Service scope
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Service scope

S.74

S.58

Revert work 
stop

S.81

Inspection 
sampling
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Roadmap approach
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The FAQs

It will never happen

Historic data

Events and structures

Transition 

££

Legislation
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Next steps

Beta is underway

3 parallel streams

10 initial sprints

Build APIs

Roadshows in the Autumn

Private Beta Testing
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Conclusion

Key Points:
Don’t fight it
It’s not being done TO you
Future not past
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Demo?



Sprint 5 journey



Promoter Planner: Forward plan to 
permit application









































































HA Officer: Assessment

























Promoter: Assessment, On-Site and 
Reinstatement





























Ha Officer: Inspections, Work History

















Promoter: Failed inspections
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Review of the Code of Practice 
for the Co-ordination of Street 

Works and Works for Road 
Purposes and Related Matters

Utility Chair – Samantha Brothwell 
Western Power Distribution



Agenda

• Purpose of the review
• Scope of the review
• Membership of working group
• Process of review
• Timeline
• Progress to date



Purpose of the Review

The objective is to review and update the 
Co-ordination Code of Practice



Purpose of the Review

• Third Edition published 2009 for TMA
• Fourth Edition published 2012  - Chapter 10 (Charging 

Schemes) reviewed
• Further Advice Notes produced to aid understanding
• Statutory Guidance issued by DfT (Permits)
• National Permit Guidance document issued by HAUC (England) 

2017
• Street Manager 



Scope of the Review

• England only
• Based on current legislation
• Changes to Chapter 10 (Charging Schemes)
• Inclusion of National Permit Guidance
• Inclusion of existing HAUC Advice Notes
• Street Manager 
• Opportunity to include areas of concern to HAUC community
• Statutory or Non-Statutory?



Membership of Working Group
• Samantha Brothwell (WPD) Utility Chair
• Jan Chapman (Thames Water) 
• Paul Gerrard (Cadent Gas)
• Alison Williams & Elizabeth Draper(Openreach)

• Joanne Heal (Wiltshire Council) Highways Chair
• Neil Edwards (Kent County Council)
• Allan Falcon (Liverpool City Council)
• Helena Kakouratos (TfL)

• Rob James (Network Rail)
• Ann Morley (DfT) 
• Richard Groombridge (GeoPlace)



Review Process

Revised Code of Practice

Exp
erie
nce

Advice 
Notes

Legislati
on



Timeline
• Review started January 2018
• Initial review of entire Code complete
• Focus on current Chapters:

– 3. The Register
– 4. The Street Gazetteer and additional street data
– 5. Streets subject to special controls

• Plan to complete 3,4 & 5 before tackling rest
• Consultation ready early 2019



Progress

• Convention questions and feedback being reviewed
– What do you feel the barriers to co-ordination and collaboration 

are?

– What changes to the current Code are needed to overcome these?

– If the Code were to become non-statutory, what would the 
implications be?



Progress

The first set of chapters ready for initial consultation:
• The Register
• The Street Gazetteer and additional street data
• Streets subject to special controls
Legislation is referenced within chapters, format changed (i.e. 
tables) and explanations made clearer



Progress

Next two set of chapters being reviewed:
• Restrictions
• Directions

Once these are ready for consultation we will look at:
• Works classification
• Notice requirements and validity
Alongside existing guidance



Your Code – Your Opportunity

Thank you
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Street Manager & Reinstatement
By Daniel O’Mara – Street Works & Quality Compliance Director - SQS

113

13/06/2018



Brief

114

“How is Street Manager going to affect Reinstatement Organisations and what can Street Manager do to 
drive the quality of Reinstatement across the industry.”



The History of Reinstatement

115

• Reinstatement had always been considered to be the ‘dirty bit of the work’

• Why is the perception slowly starting to change?

1. Customer perception

2.    Safety

3.    First Time Reinstatement

4.    Risk

• 2017 – Jesse Norman MP (DfT) announced at a 
Street Works UK event that Reinstatement was 
on his radar
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Whilst perceptions are changing, historically and even in some organisations now, reinstatement was considered to be the dirty bit of the work, at the end of the job, wasn’t really important and was just an inconvenience. So why are perceptions changing?The reinstatement is the final product, what the customer sees at the end of the job. If its poor, their perception of your organisation is going to be poor.2.   There have been too many deaths on poor quality reinstatements or site set ups over the last few years to not make drastic changes in the industry.3.   PUSWA is long gone yet first time reinstatement is still not seen as the norm. Our first time reinstatement pass rate is 99.13%, which means the customers in the Utilities we work for only see us once, and have half of the disruption then organisations which cannot provide first time reinstatement.  Section 74 charges, FPN’s, Lane Rental, defect charges. Whether its the quality of the reinstatement, the way live sites are managed or the process for clearing sites, the risk of charges & prosecution is incredible.All of these reasons were the main drivers for our Company Owners to start SQS back in 1996, to change the perception of reinstatement in the industry and improve quality.And finally in 2017…I think it was actually in his top 3 list. 



Street Manager & Reinstatement
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• Contractors could see more consistency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I agree with some of the concerns raised by the everyone in regards to the issues Street Manager may bring.But I also share some of the same viewpoints of the Street Manager team. Everyone complained about EToN, and most people wanted a change. I don’t think there has ever been a large systems transition process that was painless, but we must remember one of the main goals: One version of the truth. . One set of data.Because of this for some reinstatement companies and contractors in general, we could actually feel more consistency, in systems and then as a by-product, processes.If you have multiple clients and you manage any part of the permitting, whether it be raising permits, work stops, registration, extensions, variations etc. You have to use various different EToN systems or interfaces.We are lucky enough to use Ontrack which can feed in multiple systems into one place for us to plan our work, but others currently may have to train their teams to use these different systems.Street Manager would mean one system. One set of training and processes around one system.



How can Street Manager Drive Reinstatement Quality?

117

• Capability for Highway Authorities to request 
reinstatement methodology and images? 

• Ensure API’s are available so good Works 
Management Systems can automate with 
Street Manager
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1. During a recent convention a Senior Management for a major Utility was complaining about the quality of their reinstatements, how it was now affecting their deployment of infrastructure because the highway authorities were refusing their permits.So it wasn’t just now a case of receiving a few defect inspection fees, millions of pounds of infrastrutrure was being delayed because the highway authorities were refusing their permits due to their reinstatement quality. I asked “Why is the reinstatement so poor?”. And it was because they were using sub-sub contractors, had no control over their activities and this is a common theme. I’ve got the answer, use quality contractors!Currently there is a vicious circle going on, which mainly only affects one person, and that is the customer. Some Utilities will go for a cheaper contractor that does not adhere to legislation. They deliver a poor quality reinstatement, the Highway Authority issues a defect.The contractor goes back out again (sometimes more then once) and rectifies the defect.The Utility has saved costs by using the cheaper contractor, the highway authorities has recovered their costs from the defect inspection fees, but the customer has had to deal with shoddy workmanship (maybe outside of their property), then have had to experience disruption twice while they rectify the defect!Like with the current version of EToN in the next phase of Street Manager we should be pushing for the capability to share images. The highway authority wouldn’t nescarrily want to receive all images on every job and we don’t need to make a process that is as owneress as the Reinstatement Quality Plan in Scotland, but if it was a requirement that say, the images had to be available on request, and then they audited a sample of these images (and issued a failure if they were not available), it would soon drive out the bad practices that are currently going on in the industry.Unless something drastic is done, the current behaviours will never change. Street Manager could be revolutionary in the way we manage Street Works, so why not revolutionise reinstatement at the same time?2. I’ll come onto works management systems more in the next slide, but the API capabilities which basically would allow other systems to connect with Street Manager must be sufficient. This would mean there would be no excuses to share information, such as images, with the Highway Authorities. I read a detailed Street Manager document answering a lot of the questions posed by the industry and the expectation is that the API will be ready for the release date which is great.



Ontrack

118

Works Management Systems are absolutely vital to drive reinstatement quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use Ontrack Management Systems andPicture 1 – Whether it changes is legislation, a certain focus due to a specific incident or training new/existing starters, a good works management system is the backbone.As well as recording high quality images of every stage of every one of the 100,000 reinstatement we complete every year, we are building Ontrack to essentially walk anyone through a job. Picture 2 - Ontrack Manages the end to end process for Street Works. Excavation, utility installation or repair, reinstatement, site clearance, permitting, customer, defects, interims, charges. Ontrack is the future of end to end Street Works Management.Whether you are a Street Works Analyst carrying out your first compliance audit, an excavation team about to put a shovel in the ground, or a grab team about to backfill their first job for SQS, Ontrack will tell you what images to take, what photos to take and essentially coach you through the job.Picture 3 - Whether its their specialist Lane Rental module that alerts you when a lane rental job needs to be planned, telling you the hours you can work.Or compliance questions, asking a barrier team if the site is clear and if the road markings have been replaced, Ontrack can do it.Picture 4 - Many organisation find it difficult tracing a jobs history from yesterday let alone 2, 3 or 10 years ago. Ontrack is fully traceable, the end to end process securely documented with a full photo suite, and history tab showing you exactly when and who has updated the system from the start of the works.Picture 5 - Ontrack can fully automate with any works management system, any EToN system but can also be adapted to receive excel requests or even images send via an email.It not only supports our operatives to be the best they can be and protects them against any potential future charge or claim, but it protects our business and our clients, who regularly use Ontrack to defend their businesses.One of our major clients excavation teams have used Ontrack across most of their network for the last 5 years, and another’s excavation teams across their whole network submit images into Ontrack since 2006 for management and auditing purposes. Picture 6 - The system was built from the ground up so is rich with many years of experience working in our industry, and since its creation in 2006 millions of pounds have been invested to continually develop this essential tool. Ontrack have a team of business analysts, UX/UI designers, systems architects, MIS developers and software developers who work closely with our operational and Street Works departments, to ensure Ontrack is easy to use, and the safety nets which help drive our high failure pass rates continue to grow.Ontrack can be adapted easily which allows our business to be agile and adapt to changes in legislation. 



Our Stats – Could this be the norm?

119

Group Defect Pass Rate = 98.94%

Group FPN Pass Rate = 99.81%

Group Section 74 Pass Rate = 99.92%

Group Customer Complaints= 0.44%

Group Customer Contact = 0.86%

Group First Time Reinstatement Rate = 99.13%

Group Average Duration = 1.71 days

Group Average Day 1 Reinstatement = 55%

Reinstatements Completed Annually = 100,000
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If we start to make processes mandatory rather then preferred.If we make the reinstatement methodology more available and not just rely on checking the sites retrospectively. If we use Street Manager to help us drive reinstatement quality in the right direction, maybe one day the results we are currently achieving could be the norm across the rest of the country.
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Lane Rental Schemes

Making innovation and best 
practice work



Outcome of Lane Rental Consultation
• We have used the lane rental scheme currently operated by Kent as a 

proxy for the introduction of new schemes by other local authorities as 
these areas are more likely to be similar to Kent than TfL.

Ecorys report on Permits
• Those LHAs that have not already done so should give consideration 

to the introduction of a permit scheme, 
• Development: LHAs seeking to develop a permit scheme should draw 

on the experiences of others who have already been through this 
process in order to share lessons and good practice.

• LHAs should set out a clear statement on parity, including making 
clear how the scheme applies to highways works

Guidance on Lane Rental
• By end of 2018

The Government perspective



Hierarchy of street works 
management 

Noticing
Permits

Lane 
Rental



Kent Permit 
Scheme 

Implemented 
25 January 

2010

Kent Lane 
Rental Scheme 
Implemented 28 

May 2013

Legislation introduced in Kent



Kent Lane Rental Scheme Objectives

• Reduce the length of time that sites are unoccupied, 
which will reduce the total works durations 

• Improve planning, coordination and working 
methods to maximise efficiency 

• Carry out more works outside of peak periods 
• Enable works to be completed as quickly as 

possible 
• Complete works to the required standard the first 

time. 



Kent Lane Rental Scheme



Lane Rental Information sheet



Parity

Works 
Promoters



The Money!

Less revenue = less congestion 
Therefore less is more!



Surplus revenues are applied towards initiatives 
that are associated to the objectives of the KLRS, 
within;
• Transportation
• Enabling infrastructure; 
• Industry practices and research & development.

Future Schemes more ways to spend revenue?

The Governance Board evaluate opportunities 
or requests for the application of surplus revenue and is comprised of ;
• representatives from the Joint Utilities Group (comprising one each from 

water, gas, electricity and communications);
• representative from KCC Highways and Transportation (Promoter);
• representatives from KCC as Permit Authority (Chair);
• a KCC Treasurer.

Surplus revenue & Governance Board



The Permit Scheme and Lane Rental scheme have provided 
a focus on performance with mutual commitment to improve 
and drive that improvement through:-

• Having Clear Objectives/outcomes 

• Better Engagement with Work Promoters/stakeholders 

• Achieving a Culture Change (not accepting the status quo)

• Giving better data so you Know that you are achieving and what 
is required. 

• Improving the industry reputation by Managing Expectations 

• An industry wide Commitment to delivery

How is Lane Rental delivering?
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Streetmanager – a view from 
Elgin

roadworks.org elgin.org.uk



roadworks.org elgin.org.uk

• Public sector – private sector

• roadworks.org – long beyond roadworks

• roadworks.org – a public communications platform

• Supporting Streetmanager

• Opening up the market
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